Private Debt: Getting crowded, but top managers can still add great value
above public markets
The state of the Private Debt space calls for caution. Over the past years, an
increasing amount of money has been invested in Private Debt funds, much of which
remains to be deployed. This excess liquidity has caused prices to rise, making
investments less attractive. In addition, at a time when market conditions may be
becoming less favorable, borrowers have been able to negotiate less restrictive
terms on their debt as funds compete to “win the deal”. Despite the caution needed,
we still prefer Private Debt over public debt investments. In this environment, it is
important to select a manager who maintains the discipline of lending to companies
at terms that properly compensate the investor for the risks being taken and not
chasing unattractive deals in order to deploy capital.
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 More money is being invested
in Private Debt, at a time when
market conditions are becoming
less favorable.
 Growing AUM and dry
powder, increased competition
between
managers,
and
investors’ search for yield could
increase fund managers’ risktaking.
 Despite caution needed in the
private space, investors can still
find attractive opportunities.
 Investors need to exercise due
diligence not only on the
security in question, but also on
the fund manager’s investment
approach.
 Still, Private Debt may be safer
than public debt, given there is
more pricing discipline and
increased
oversight
over
investments.
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Growing liquidity decreases returns, while higher rates and regulatory changes increase risk
Private capital markets (debt and equity) have more than doubled over the past 10 years, according to The
Wall Street Journal. PwC estimates they will more than double by 2025, to $21 trillion. According to Preqin,
the fastest growing segment, Private Debt, has tripled in 10 years, to $638 billion as of last June.

Rising interest rates, along with recent tax changes limiting the deductibility of interest expenses,
may reduce the number of companies interested in issuing new debt. If Private Debt funds keep
growing, the supply and demand dynamics will continue to get less attractive for lenders. Fund
managers may be more aggressive and less selective, perhaps accepting expected returns that don’t
properly compensate the risks being taken. Investors may not realize that they are receiving
inadequate returns until problematic loans create more losses than the returns generated from
performing loans can cover.
Tightening credit conditions cause companies to pay more for their debt, which impacts their
financial flexibility. Overleveraged companies are poised to suffer the most, as it will be harder for
them to tap additional financing or restructure their debt. Even if they do, rising rates will make it
increasingly difficult for them to service their debt obligations. In particular, “zombie firms”1 might
not be able to access capital in public markets and may turn to private sources of financing or
bankruptcy. In addition, we need to consider that the Trump administration is set to deregulate the
financial industry. Banks are increasingly being allowed to underwrite riskier loans. Funds, such as
BDCs2, are now allowed to double their leverage – giving them more flexibility to make riskier
investments. This means risk-taking may increase while regulatory oversight may decline.
Private Debt and Public Debt have very important differences
Historically, Private Debt markets have been intended for sophisticated institutional investors. They
are largely unpoliced and disclosure is not as comprehensive as in public markets. This lack of
transparency makes it more important that private fund managers have the proper due diligence
and monitoring capabilities, as well as strong relationships with the borrowers.
Whereas a publicly traded bond may be owned by many mutual fund managers and hundreds of
individual investors, The Wall Street Journal reports that the typical private deal has fewer than 10
investors. In many cases, a private fund may be the only lender for a loan. This has several important
benefits. It allows for a more stable pricing process, because the investor group can control the rate
they are willing to accept, whereas public deals need to satisfiy a large group of investors, many of
whom may be willing to accept lower rates than appropriate.
Private fund managers have oversight over the borrowing companies, as the group owns enough
to exert influence over the company, whereas public deals may not have any investor with enough
invested to affect the company. This not only applies to the original loan negotiation, but also to
any subsequent changes if the company has problems. A good manager can help the borrower
restructure the debt and, often, provide advice to help the company improve before bankruptcy
becomes necessary.
In Private Debt, the fund is lending directly to the borrower and can dictate the terms to be more
beneficial for lenders. In addition to pricing, this allows them to insist on proper covenants to protect
1

Zombie firms are those whose interest payments exceed their earnings. The Financial Times estimates that
the number of zombie firms has increased, from 2% to 10% since 1987
2
Business Development Companies, a type of close-end fund that makes investments in developing and
financially distressed companies
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their investment. In public markets, investors accept the terms negotiated by the underwriting bank,
who represent the borrower and whose priority may be completing the issuance to earn their fees
and not negotiating the best protection for the buyers. Later buyers must accept the conditions
determined originally, with no control.
One perceived limitation of Private Debt is that it is illiquid. In general, an investor commits to invest
a certain amount, which is usually “called” over a period of several years and not fully returned until
the investments mature, generally 5 to 10 years. It is difficult to sell one’s position to another, so
investors consider the investment as totally illiquid. This is actually a very large benefit for the fund
manager, who can deploy the capital with patience, knowing that he or she won’t be forced to exit
a position at a bad time. In contrast, a mutual fund manager facing large redemptions during times
of stress might be forced to sell bonds that later recover fully, forcing remaining investors to suffer
because of the decisions of others.
Lastly, Private Debt managers usually have their own capital invested in their funds, so their interests
are aligned with the investors’ and they are more motivated to control risks and seek appropriate
returns for each investment. Mutual fund managers may not have much invested and are usually
measured by their performance relative to a benchmark, not the risk-adjusted return. Finally, the
banks that issue public debt usually have little or no economic incentive other than the fees they
earn for completing the transaction.
A tale of two radios
A comparison between two real companies operating in the same struggling industry can be helpful
to demonstrate how due diligence on companies’ financial health and on fund managers’ investment
approach can help investors allocate capital safely. The comparison also highlights the advantages
of investing in the private debt space over the public debt space. As we approach the 9th inning of
the economic cycle, it will be even more important to stick to our best practices, carefully analyzing
investment opportunities at both the security and manager levels.
Both companies are among the five largest in the radio broadcasting space – an industry that has
been struggling and shrinking for the past couple of years due to the disruptive effects of other
mediums such as music streaming services and satellite radio. The difference in both companies’
financial health is large, even though the two companies are exposed to very similar adversities.
According to its financial statements, Company A generated just over $6B in yearly revenue and
over $1.6B of EBITDA. The company had been a leveraged buyout (LBO) and the owners levered it
with $20B of debt. This debt represents more than 12 times EBITDA and more than three time
revenue. It has been struggling with it’s debt payments, but management was able to keep the
company running and meet the interest payments. However, because the debt was issued in the
public markets, the covenants were not very strong, so management was able to transfer company
assets to subsidiaries in order to shield them from lenders. It also sold assets to distribute part of
the proceeds to the original financial sponsors. In addition, there was no strong bondholder able to
force the company to protect debtholders. Lenders could not take action to prevent management
from slowly “bleeding” the company to death.
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Company B is much smaller, generating about $235MM in yearly revenue and EBITDA around
$60MM, according to investor materials. In contrast, the company’s debt, which is private, is only
about 6.5 times EBITDA and one and a half times revenue, both figures about half the ratios of
Company A. Because of the covenants imposed by the Private Debt lender, the company could not
burden itself with the amount of debt that A was able to do. In addition, the lender has significant
influence over the business itself and could help management improve the debt profile by
positioning the company in strategic market segments, which helped to improve margins and to
strengthen the company’s cash flow generation capability.
There is also a difference in the investment approach taken by the fund managers involved in each
respective company. Company A’s financial sponsors loaded the company with debt and other
aggressive transactions. This led to the financial asphyxiation of the company, forcing it to declare
bankruptcy. As the number of investors with different claims along the capital structure increases,
the messier and lengthier the restructuring process becomes. There’s also the possibility that
bondholders sue the company due to alleged irregularities mentioned. This highlights how investors
in public debt can be more exposed to other stakeholders’ actions, and how they have less control
over their investment. While the deterioration of the radio-broadcasting industry afflicted company
A, it was its indebtness that finally drove the company to file for bankruptcy. Its $1.4 billion in 2017
interest expense consumed almost 60% of its free cash flow.
The private debt manager who lent money to company B, one of the top managers in the space,
has an approach that allows it to be more disciplined in the investing process. First, it raises capital
according to the size of the investable market; something that prevents a situation where capital is
hastily deployed into deals of less quality. Second, it achieves pricing discipline by avoiding excess
risk-taking, and by focusing on credit fundamentals rather than growth prospects.
The fund manager also has an integrated credit platform that allows it to have greater oversight
over all aspects of the investment. The manager has strong direct origination capabilities, taking
responsibility for primary due diligence, maintenance of covenants and negotiation of documents.
In addition, it has strong direct relationships and interacts constantly with other sponsors and the
company’s management – allowing it to be aware of any situation that arises within the capital
structure of the borrower. The company has been negotiating a difficult environment, but this
Private Debt investment has been very successful, with an IRR to date above 10%.
The table below shows the contrast between both companies’ debt ratios:
Company A

Company B

Revenue

$6,178

$234

EBITDA

$1,658

$58

Debt / EBITDA

12.3x

6.4x

Net Debt / Revenue

3.3x

1.6x

Revenue and EB ITDA figures are LTM as o f 09/30/2017, in millio ns
So urces: financial statements, fund manager guidance
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Oppportunities still exist
Although the environment may be getting more challenging, attractive investment opportunities
can still be found with managers that maintain a disciplined investment strategy. We consider
Private Debt a safer investment space than public debt markets because there is less volatility, more
pricing discipline, greater control over the investments and better alignment of interests. It also
tends to provide better returns.
In addition to having safer, better paying loans, Private Debt funds can have other advantages for
an investor. Some funds can charge fees to others who invest in the debt, in compensation for their
underwriting services. This adds to the return of the fund. Often, in addition to the debt, the funds
will accept a small equity stake in the company, which can provide additional return if all goes well.
As the economic and tax environment get more complicated, it will be even more important to stick
to our best practices. To paraphrase Warren Buffett, the less cautious other investors become, the
more cautious we need to be. Working with top fund managers in any segment of the market, like
Private Debt, and conducting thorough and meticulous due diligence, allows us to find lucrative
investment opportunities even in a struggling industry like radios. As we continue to be confident
about our allocations in the private space, particularly in Private Debt, it will be of the utmost
importance that we keep monitoring closely the risk-on behavior of fund managers and the market
conditions that could affect the underlying investments of those funds.
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Important Disclosures
This material is distributed for informational purposes only. The discussions and opinions in this article are for general information
only, and are not intended to provide investment advice. While taken from sources deemed to be accurate, BigSur Wealth
Management, LLC (“BigSur” or the “Adviser”) makes no representations about the accuracy of the information in the article or
its appropriateness for any given situation. Certain information included in this article was based on third-party sources and,
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.
Any statements regarding future events constitute only subjective views or beliefs, are not guarantees or projections of
performance, should not be relied on, are subject to change due to a variety of factors, including fluctuating market conditions,
and involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, many of which cannot be predicted or quantified and are
beyond our control. Future results could differ materially and no assurance is given that these statements are now or will prove
to be accurate or complete in any way. This article may include forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements
of historical fact are forward-looking statements (including words such as “believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,” “will,”
“should,” and “expect”). Although we believe that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable,
we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Various factors could cause actual results or
performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements. BigSur shall not be responsible for the
consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statements contained herein, and expressly disclaim any liability, including
incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions.
The companies discussed herein, are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent past or current recommendations by
BigSur. This article is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific investor. Views regarding the economy, securities markets
or other specialized areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate and may result in economic
loss to the investor. Any securities or products referenced BigSur believes may present opportunities for appreciation over the
subsequent time periods. BigSur closely monitors securities discussed and client portfolios and may make changes when
warranted as a result of evolving market conditions. There can be no assurance that the securities and performance included or
referenced in the article will remain the same and investment strategies, philosophies and allocation are subject to change without
prior notice. Specific securities or companies identified and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the
Adviser and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not
assume that investments in the securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable. BigSur may change its views on
these securities at any time. There is no guarantee that, should market conditions repeat, these securities will perform in the same
way in the future. Any referenced securities and their respective returns reflect the reinvestment of income and dividends, but
do not take into account trading costs, management fees, and any other applicable fees, expenses, and various factors including
account restrictions, guidelines, the timing of investments, and cash flows that may affect the investor’s actual return and
performance. Please refer to Part 2A of BigSur’s Form ADV for a complete description of fees and expenses. Hypothetical
performance results may have inherent limitations.
The returns and references to the S&P 500 index are provided for informational purposes only. The S&P 500 Index is a marketcapitalization weighted index containing the 500 most widely held companies chosen with respect to market size, liquidity, and
industry. The index is calculated on a total return basis with dividends reinvested. In addition, the volatility and securities of the
index may be materially different from an investor’s. The S&P 500 Index was selected and is referenced to allow for comparison
of the performance of any referenced securities or overall market to that of a well-known and widely recognized index.
Comparisons to indexes in this material have limitations because indexes have volatility and other material characteristics that
may differ from the referenced strategy or security. Therefore, actual performance may differ substantially from the performance
of any referenced index). Investors should be aware that the referenced benchmark funds may have a different composition,
volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding times, and/or other investment-related factors that may affect the benchmark
funds’ ultimate performance results. Due to these differences, indexes should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of
comparison and are for informational purposes only. Unless noted otherwise, all index returns are denominated in U.S. dollars.
Target exposures included in this article may differ between clients based upon their investment objectives, financial situations
and risk tolerances. Investments in general involve numerous risks, including, among others, market risk, default risk and liquidity
risk. No security or financial instrument is suitable for all investors. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this
article, are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”). The income and market values of the securities
stated on this article may fluctuate and, in some cases, investors may lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is
not indicative of future results. This information is highly confidential and intended for review by the recipient only. The
information should not be disseminated or be made available for public use or to any other source without the express written
authorization of BigSur. Such distribution is prohibited in any jurisdiction dissemination may be unlawful. Please contact your
investment adviser for advice appropriate to your specific situation.
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